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Christmas Dinner tty
Phillip Perky, foreign
adviser, has announced a era
for all foreign students le dare
Christmas with an Anoka.
family. The Interested AWN*
must contact Peraky by S:30 PAL
Monday, according to Persky.
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Ski Season’s Here!

P4

Skiers Should Know
Where To Buy Gear
BY DEE BOYD
Hi Skiers! That time has come again, the rainy weather has started
-down here and you know what that means: That’s snow In the momsloins!
Mere at San Jose State. there is a Ski Club, as you have doubtless
heard. The club takes trips to the snow country during the season, so
we h.ve gotten together with Jerry Price, president, and Dick Alcack,
treeNrei, in order to write this story on where to go, what to take,
where to stay and the places to
cat. So with no further introduction, let’s be off to the snow earn
try!
The first thing the prospective
skier must know is where to rent
or buy skiing equipmeot. In San
Jose, Cope and Mierheters alone
with Milk Clark, Roes Bros. and
Ml Cotton, sell and rent equip.
ment.
n siert- IT yeuTV- an
Whirda
The toile/4e blood drive commit- old schuss -boomer, you know all
this, but if you’re just a bunny
tee is sPefulseing its kick-off activity
of the year this morning with the
AFROTC blood drive in the StuHere it is-our first concendent, Union from 8:80-11:30 o’clock.
trated effort on behalf of the
AFROTC cadets will be excused
campus ski fiends or fiends-tofrom morning classes in order to be. Whether you are thinking of
donate, Major William L. Wetsel,
going out for the Olyznnie ski
assistant professor of air science team or merely are contemplatand tactics said Monday.
ing sour first step onto the
boards, information on what to
The Army ROTC and any other
wear
and where to buy it pies
interested students have been infacts on the places to go is Invited to take part in the drive,
side.
and Major Wetssl said donors
News . . . I, 3
other than AF’ROTC cadets
Ski Seem, . . . 4, 3
should obtain pledge cards in his
Feature . . . 2
office in the barracks.
Sports . .
. 6
AFROTC cadets will he given red
ribbons upon contribution of their
first pint of blood and a bronze you don’t want to be left out in
or silver star for subsequent do- the cold, and that’. nn fooling!
nations. Major Weisel pointed out
KEEP WARM
for the sake of novice blood donors,
To keep warm you U need a parthat the first pint is always the ka or ski jacket. They come in
worst, There is no pain connected nylon or poplin; both are water
with giving blood.
repellent, but the nylon has the
Today, the commemoration Of advantage of being less bulky. thus
(Continued on page
Pearl Harbor Day, is no better time
to help the Armed Forces and the
national defense by donating one
pint of blood. Major Wetzel urged.
The blood drive should yield
about I00 pints. Major Wetael eon.
tinued. If this goal is reached, donors become automatic members
Over 3,000 copies of the Sparta
tbe blood credit club.
Key, student directory, wilLge. on
’ The credit club entitles rem- sale througboot ftle-S88-ekitiOUS
hers sod their immediate (Sri- tomorrow, liceording to Jerry McIles to draw upon the club’s ere- Carthy, public relations committee
dit when they are in need of chairman. The publication will be
blood. liza addition, the credit on sale for 50 cents a copy, Me(-lob makes it possible for the Carthy added.
participant to take ’,art in a COM
The Sparta Key will contain the
ruunity and national project to :names and home and local admaintain an adequate and con- dresses, and phone numbers of all
stant supply of blood available student body and faculty members.
for the community. the Armed
This is the firs, year that the
Forces and the national defense.
Public Relations Committee has
If for any reason cadets cannot published the directory. In the past
donate this morning they may do- it was published under the namel
nate at the Santa Clara County of the Blue Key. by the Blue Key
Blood Center, 440 N. 1st St., on ’Society. However, the society was
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m..’ ! unable to handle tho publication of
and on Friday from 10 am -to the ’honk this year sn_the PRC
7 p.m.
ligok over tbe idb

Blood Drive Starts
This Morning; 100
Pints Set as Goal
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Miss Wong Depicts
People of Far East
In College Lecture

SJS To Give First
Concert of Season

Ronald Ehlers, pianist, will be student soloist with the San Jose
State College Symphony during its opening concerts of the 1953-56
Jade Snow Wong, nationally
known ceramist, entertained San season tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert Hall
Jose State Students with a discus- of the Music Building.
He is,a senior music student and a resident of Santa Clara. At pression of her 19.53 tour of the Far
East yesterday in Morris Dailey ent he is studying piano with William J. Erlendson.
Auditorium,
Ehlers, accompanied by conductor Patrick Meierotto and the orMiss Wong spoke before a full
chestra, will introduce the first lo
house and told how she lectured
cal performance of the Concerto
to people of all occupations and
No. I for Piano and Orchestra by
races on her art, her hook, "Fifth
the contemporary French compoChinese Daughter," and her exser, Darius Milhaud.
periences in the United States. Her
Milhaud. et, "commutes" betour started in Japan and ended
January graduates who attend tween Mills College and his MIfour months later in India
Of the 44 stops she made the mass meeting in th Morris -live France, teaching composition
throughout Asia, Miss Wong Dailey Auditorium today at 3:30 alternate years in these wildly sesingled out Japan. Malay, India. p.m. may vote that an additional parated places. tie is one of the
and Pakistan for most of her dis- assessment he levied on all seniors most prolific of present day coinwho intend to be graduated in . potent
cussion.
She reported Japan was the January, according to James JaThe first of his four piano eonmost beautiful of her stops. She cobs, class adviser.
’ eertos was written in 1933 after
This action may be taken if the
also was impressed with the work
.110 a long experimental period in
graduates decidethat h
of the Japanese artists.
In Singapore Malay, be found which they have paid toward grad- !which he established his name se a country torn apart by differences !vote’s activities is insufficient to I Cutely. This piece shows an uncaused because half of the popula- defray the coots of the activities Itstml interest in classic forms and
techniques and in polyphonic
1,19n is native Malay and the other which the class has planned.
Thus, it is important thal-131 t Bitchier textures.
halt is Chinese.
During one of Miss Wong’s lee- prospective graduates either be
MOZART’S 0116RTE1E
turea in Malay, he was asked present at the meeting today or,
The program will open with Mn
about prejudice in the United if they are unable to attend, send
States. After acknowledging the a voting delegate in their place to ,sart’s Overture to "The Magic
eabitence of prejudice, she re- make the &eaten at to whether rwly." This overture and several
plied, "Fear Of prejudice andslisinq ’January graduates will receive any Iltipartant Welton% of this opera
it as an excuse is usually a bigger further assessments," Mary Alkin were written Just two days before
hinderance to the minority than said yesterday.
the Hilt performance of the stage
The class has explored the posprejudice itself"
sibilities
of
holding
a
dinner-dance
In India, Miss Wong found the
United States is not held in much on Thursday. Jan, 26. Two possible
esteem by the people. She re- locations which have been found
ported the natives were surprised suitable as dance sites are the
emont
she had learned her art of ceramics in the United States. They Club Saba in Capitols. Local oser .
had thought. "there was no cul- taurants also have been looked
Into.
ture in this country.’
The people in Pakistan were
more friendly toward the Ameri.
cans, according to Miss Wong. One
interesting thing about the country
is that the women still wear veils.
This CaltSCS the sexes to be se
nitrated in schools. Only women
Only 48 per cent of the house
and men, who are too old to take holders renting to San
Jose Stats
in interest in the opposite sex, are said that they
would let Negre
allowed to teach.
students use in their houses
During her stay in Pakistan she
according to a recent survey made
was asked whether she liked China.
among 162 of the 181 places on
America, writing, or pottery the the recommended housing list.
best. She replied, "I like making
This will be the topic of a panel
pottery in America."
cliacussion tonight in the Student
Y starting at 7-33 o’clock, according to Diane Suhr, publicity chairRONALD EHLERS
man.
. . . Piano Soloist
Of the 48 per cent. 46 per cent
Members of Tr -Beta. honorary on the men’s housing list and 51 work. The story is about a ma
Biological Science Society, will hold per cent on the women’s housing gician who steals the daughter of
ita annual Christmas party and in hat said they’ sould rent to
Negro a fairy queen and the hero who
formal Initiation Thursday, Dec. student s.
rescues her with the aid of a Magic
15.
Everyone is int ited to attend and flute.
All members are urged to sign participate. Miss titihr !raid. Mrs.
Next on the Program sill be
up on the hulltgin hoard across Detta Pritchard. housing MIPerVithe Dream Pantomime from
from the Biology storeroom bc sor and Sonia Appel, head of the
hs Bumperfore Friday, according to Bill committee that conducted the study "Hansel and Lretel.dinek. It it based tot one of
Kurtz, Tr -Beta president.
year ago, will he on the pan’ I
Grimm’s fairy tal.%.

Grads To Decide
On Additional Fees

The annual Christmas Tea and!
310Sirele for members o the SJS
oduittilstrottva staff and flinfdfdr l’Ind
their wives will be held on bun day at 3 p.m. in the San Jose
Women’s Club at 75 S. 11th St
The .program will include reading.s by Dr. James- H. Clatica., professor of drama, and vocal and in
strumental music by members of
the Mu.sic Department faculty.
Members of the Music Deportment who will perform are Miss
afyriam Zunser, Miss Frances Ro- ’
binson, Donald Homuth, Patrick
Meierottn, Frederick Loadwick, and
John Delevoryas.
Miss Anna I.. I,oze. chairman
of the Faculty Social Committee,
is general chairman of the Tea 1
and Musicale. She Is being as- .

sisted by Km. Fern Wendt, refreshments; Mirk Leonard Dolton, serving; libi; Gladys %’o4.
man and Mrs. Boyd Pisan, decorations and Mrs. Lydia Heath by, program.
Mrs. Walter Plant ’and Miss
Ilelen Dimmick. insitations; Mrs.
Margaret Pinkston, special arrangements; Miss Marie Curtis.
finance; Mrs. Forrest Mayer, publicity: Mrs. James Stevenson,
Mrs. Melvin Miller, Mrs. Robert
Weber. Mrs. Edward P. Shaw,
Mrs. John Harville and Mrs. Arthur Price, hostesses; Mrs. Rich
ant Tansey, Mrs. Floyd Greenleaf. Mrs. Murray Clark and the
Faculty Wives crafts section,
name tags.

Annual Novice Boxing Tournament Begins Tonight in Spartan Gym
The sixth annual junior notice
tourney, for more experienced
elovemen, will also he held in conJunction with the novice event,
More than 100 boxers arc en
Wed in the boxing program. mak-

cole73.1

e

Sparta Key To Go Christmas Tea and Musicale for Staff,
On Sale Tomorrow Administration To Be Held Here Sunday

By ROB STRIEGEL
Tile spotlight will focus on boxing tonight When the 19th annual
San Jose State novice boxing Unarm
ament opens a three-day stand in
Spartan Gyre starting at 7 o’clock.

Ziat

ing it the largest tournament ever
held. In order to narrow the field
of participants, Softie elimination
bouts will he held at four o’clock
this afternoon.
Semi-finals are scheduled for to-

morrow night, and the excitement
will reach a peak when the finals
are held Friday night.
Weigh -ins were held yesterday
and the drawings for tonight’s
bouts were held at 5 p.m. yester
day.
The annual boxing program, one
of the largest activities of the
school ear, is expected to attract
a large turn out. Last year some
5.500. fans witnessed the colorful
actAny,natredss.
will lie pre.e:ted to the
’ finalists in both tourneys. Trophie,.
will also be awarded to the out
standing boxer, the winning coach
and the a inning team.
1.it of spirit to the
tourney will be the participation of
special rooting sections of campii
organization.s. First, second and
third place awards will be given
, to the outstanding rooting sections.
, The novice tourney is the start
!ing place for future Spartan varsity
boxing candidates. In fact, nine of
the current varsity candidates were
finalists in last years novice or
Junior novice tinirnament.
Ilewever. the not ice lourie-y i
for br.:inners only and is hinaral
to students who have never been
in the final, ni this tourney he
fore. The junior novice division is
open to boxers with more skills.
including former novice finalists.

NaIonal Assn. Talk
HARLAN HAMILTON, left, is abysm tuning up with his student coach. Jerry Dahl, for the leth
snow nyeriso boxing touniansent which opens
three-day stand in Spartan gym tonight. More
than lea boxers will participate in the tourney, making It the largest ever held. Semi-finals will
be held tomorrow night and finals will take place Fridat nieht
-Photo by IvIntanis

A speaker from Stanford University will relate to the Student
Council the virtues of the National
Students Assn. at the Council’s
weekly meeting this afternoon at
2:30 in the Student Union according to Gloria Brown, ASH seers tary,

T To Have Panel

On Discrimination

Tri-Beta Yule Party

SAB, AEC Voting
On Member Change
Members of Student AetivitieN Board and Actitities Evaluation
Committee now are voting on the proposal by Ray Freeman. ASH
vice president, to cut down the number of SAJI member,’ from nine
to five. The remaining four members will be transferred to AEC.
The proposal was drawn up as members of S.all felt that nine wis
Ion many members on a committee fOr the amount of work it has to
do Since AEC is an evaluation committee, members of both AEC and
5A1-1 felt that additional members on AEC mould he to the committee’s advantage.
If Freeman’s proposal is passed by SA11. AFC and Student Council.
the reorganized SAB shall.,sgmaiat of the ASI1 vice president. ASH
attorney, two sturletili-liPointed annually by Student Council and
one faculty member appointed by the president of the college upon
the recommendation of the SAH The ASI1 vice president would be
the chairman of NAB.
The proposal suggests the following as members of AEC: ASH president. ASH vice president, a representative appointed. by Panhellenic
Council. Inter -Fraternity Council. Associated Women Students and
Women’s Athletic Assn., two students appointed by the Student Council, the college Activities Officer la non -voting chairman) and four
faculty members appointed by the president of the college.
The idea of combining members of the two committees has been
discussed in two meetings of the combined committees. ,

VARIATION RV BRAIIMS
Following this will be "Yaria
lions on a Theme by Haydn" in
B flat major by Brahma. The theme
ss originally written by Haydn vras
written for a number of instru.
merits which included the now obaolete instrument, the serpent. Berlioz described it as "frigid and
abominably blaring.The Milhaud eone-rto sill fol.
Fro. The performance sill end
with Ole fuggier "Hungarian
March" by Beefier, which is
sometime.% called the -Rahn,
March.- According to the tom
oo.er. this composition ass
dashed off in one night.
When its premier, was entitle-1
aatically receited. Milhaud used it
again in his dramatic legen.1, "The
Damnation of Faust."

Sky Stops Sobbing
Thmigh (-sett) is still soft
and much plunk. plunk and drip
no clouds arc aloft
your scarf you may strip.
Rip your bandanna from your
wet brow
Throw your coat in a puddle
Its all over now.

itAgOiftiet 111(1E1146
110100V1.4
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Illbler

EDITORIAL

It’s Time To Give!
Many students today will be making trips to the Student
Unionfor once, perhaps, not headedjor the Coop. In
stead, they will be helping to kick off blood -giving activi
ties this year.
AFROTC students, plus any other interested persons,
may donate blood today until 11:30 a.m. Those who
observe the few simple rules before giving certainly will
have no trouble.
Blood drives on the SJS campus are no new thing. [very !
year students are asked to donate in such worthy drives. !
This is only the first of the drives planned for this year.
Why take the trouble to donate my blood, you ask? Ont
reason is purely selfish- you may need some of that lift,
saving stuff yourself someday. But besides that, there
an ever -pressing need for blood. In case of disaster --fire,
flood, accidentblood often is the only thing which can
save lives. Although it is not something to dwell on, an
adequate supply of blood someday may come in handy
in national defense.
Not only AFROTC students may donate todayyou are
welcome, too. And if you can’t make it this time, how
about next time?

"OfteUltSt I’40 Vit WERE CILAVAIK-111t

fliNOWICW THAT WAY"

Around Town

By Marilyn Cele
Here are a few more cultural Actors’ Lab, "Rain," by W. Somideas for entertainment to keep erset Maughain, opened last Friyou busy during the last few week- day night in the Julteart Playends before Christmas vacation. house, 136 W. San Carlos St., and

Georgia Segregation Issue
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I, being an American, am very much ashamed of some of my fellow
countrymen for their unbelievable behavior last weekend. I am
speaking of the decision by the governor of Georgia not to permit a
college or university in Georgia to play football with any other college
that has a Negro player on its team or that does not have segregated
students in the stands.
Segregation is considered illegal by national law and should be
considered likewise by a person’s conscience. This governor’s attitude
is understandable because throughout his lifetime he crew up in an
atmosphere that demanded. segregation.
However, this is 1955. It’s about time the South should wake up and
’see what the rest of us Americans think of their ignorant prejudice.
I think it’s rotten .
you think it’s rotten . . . we ALL think it’s
rotten. It is not an American attitude and we should let the entire
-good ole South," not just Georgia, know that a majority of the country is ashamed of them. In my opinion this could be brought about by
giving the South a hig "cold shoulder." Don’t have any sporting events
with their schools, don’t buy any of :their products, don’t tour their
states and, most of all, keep them aware that we won’t change our
attitude concerning racial prejudice.
This is a free country and everyone is supposedly equal. Let’s wake
up the South and wipe out their horrible prejudice forever.
Leo Nordling

ASH 1118

Parking Lot ’Dents’
Dear Thrust and parry:

think that the attitude of some of the SJS students Is lousy. Up to
last Friday I only had three small dents in my car. This didn’t bother
me but when somebody put a dent in the side of my car in the school
parking lot, which will cost $35 to repair, and didn’t leave his name,
this is too much. His insurance would have covered the damage and
if he didn’t have any insurance then he is violating a state law and
should be caught.
Jack Sisk
ASH 8122

Housing Discrimination
Discrimination in student housing? When some of our athletes
spend their first weeks at SJS sleeping in their cars because student
residences are closed to them because of their racial background, no
one can deny that there is discrimination on our campus!
Last year’s survey showed that out of 162 householders surveyed,
only 30 were willing to havetheir names on a list statipg that they
would "rent to all SJS stpdents on the basis of individual merit rather
than on racial background." But a survey is not enough. This list
was made available to all through the housing office. A few students,
professors and townspeople spent a lot of time trying to locate residences barred from available housing. The problem has not been
solved.
This situation raised the whole issue of living accommodations at
our college. Compared to most colleges and universities, student
housing here is very poor. As a result, the so called "minority students" receive the worst treatment.
The open forum on discrimination in housing to be held tonight
at the Student Y (9th and San Antonio) will not appraise the situation as it is, but will make plans for definite action. We would Ilk,.
to invite all students to take part In this meeting and to Invite their
houseparents and professors to participate with them.
We, the students of SJS are responsible for perpetuating or eliminating discrimination at our college. Let’s see that something Is done
about it.
Joan Lowman, ASH 5202
Renae Seger. ASH 8223
Carolyn Smith, ASH 8212
Doug Gary, ASH 9799
Welvin Stroud, ASH 1430

Southpaw Minorities

After sampling the many opportunities here in San Jose, why
not try some of the community
theatres and concerts In our
neighboring towns?

Villagers of Los Altos"Blithe

Spirit," a sophisticated comedy by
Noel Coward, will be presented by
special the Villagers of Las Altos on Dec.
Christmas’ production of the mir- 15, 16 and 17, at 8:30 p.m. io the
acle play, "The Song of Berna- Los Altos High School Auditordette," will be presented by the ium.
Los Gatos Theatre Workshop SatMUSIC
urday night at 8:30 o’clock in the
Los Gatos Community Concert
Los Gatos Union High School The famed Paganini Quartet will
Auditorium.
be presented as the second atPa. Alto Community Theatre traction in the current 1955-56
A lively musical comedy, "Paint Los Gatos Community Concert
Your Wagon," was given its first Association series this Friday
West Coast production by the evening at 8:15 o’clock in the Lost
Palo Alto Community Players last Gatos Union High School AudiSaturday night. it will be given torium,
again this weekend at 8:30 p.m.
San Francisco Ballet Company
in the Palo Alto Community A single performance of TschaiTheatre.
kowsky’s "Nutcracker Suite" will
Julleart Playhouse--The Dec- be given by the San Francisco
ember production of the San Jose
Ballet Company on Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o’clock ,Zn the San
Jose Civic Auditorium.

DRAMA
Los Gatos TheatreA

Fallico ’Burning Mad’

Neither Dr. Ralph J. Smith
or Dr. Arturo Faille were
available for comments on the
latest developments et their debate over Ole merits of philosophy and technology. However
Dr. Faille is reported to be
"burning mad" at Dr. Smith’s

latest comments published in
yesterday’s Spartan Daily.

ART EXHIBITS
Society of Western Artists’.
The annual exhibition of the Society of Western Artists will be
on display in the Rosicrucian Art
Gallery beginning this Thursday
and continuing through Jan. 3.
The organization was founded in
1938 by San Francisco’s leading
professional artists as a non -pro fie corporation to promote the
best in representational art in
all of its forms.

hard. and very few have even

hied.
America must not relax or ever
Those
again grow complacent.
who ga),e their lives at Pearl
Harbor should be s constant reminder and Warning to is of the
dangers of complaeency.
And so today, as we pay reverence to that. who died at Pearl
Harbor, let us dedicate ourselves

Fourteen years have passed
since the tragedy of Pearl Harbor taught this nation its bitterest lemon, It is a lesson the
intellectuals, or so-called "eggheads", have forgotten.

the peace, whatever its material
cost, so that young Americans
may never again have to shed
their blood in far away places.

It Is a sad Commentary on
patrietism that a great national

physical memorial had to be
erected to those who lost their
lives. It would have been more
fitting that their memorial
should be in the minds and

beans of
them be
much in
kon, but
shrine of

their countrymen. Let

rg-rfnurrbahs-Ules;
-dents eat the ..
By JERRY ROTII.A Foods and food habits are im- beef and avocados are cheaper in
Texas:
a
drink
his cofTexan
can
portant to us Californians and we
feel certain that we know the an- fee stronger and like it; Califorswers to who raises the most nians have more greens but they
beautiful peaches and the tastiest don’t use enough originality in
grapefruit and who tosses the combining them, Texas grapefruit
California
meanest salads in* the United tastes better than
Statesbut beware the answers grapefruit.
"But," she declared with a
if you ask a native Texan.
Miss Katherine Young, assist- drawl, "when Texas grapefruits
ant professor of home economics are shipped to California they
at San Jose State, is a Texan who taste like they were hit with a
bat all the way here!" However,
she is willing to concede that our
Santa Clara Valley strawberries
are "simply wonderful."

DIFFERENCE IN DIET
According to Miss Young, the
main diffegence between the diets
f these two states are that in
Texas you eat more beans, fried

to the difficult task o f winning I
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and
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END OF AN ERA

FLAT TOPS - CREW - BURR
HAIR CUTS

OUR SPECIALTY

- - 5 BARBERS - -

CLUB BARBER SHOP
68 E. San Fornmdo
..-----10--7,.

the SPARTAN
Barber Shop
the best haircuts in town
FOR COLLEGE
FELLOWS & GALS
35 yrs. experience
Close to Cansptid -487 SO. FOURTH_

Give Your Cigarette
An Electric Light
For Christmas
Here’s an unusual
smoker’s gift . . .
The Fumalux electric cigarette
lighter .
Just press the slide, and the
glowing rod ignites the wick.
No cleaning chores, No worn flint
worcies
. A built-in kyhole
finder flashlight gives light
when you want it

THE HUMIDOR
339 S. First

ROBERT LAWS

Pearl Harbor was the end of
an era In America. I believe historians will mark it as a turning
point, a milestone from which
there can be no turning* back.
Today, the great majority of
American people are facing the
difficult, discouraging. and
coolly Job of preserving the
peace. It is a responsibilit) we
did not seek, and it is a re-

$19S

SAN JOSE MOT011 SALES-3111111 Keyes

By VINCE PERRIN

Today, millions are paying reverence to the memory of the men
and women who lost their lives
in that sudden and despicable
attack by a supposedly peaceful
nation--an attack that plunged
us into the bloody maelstrom of
World War II.
We at San Jose State are not
alone in honoring, if we are at
all, these dead. Elsewhere, in
scores of cities end towns and
villages, pieces similar to this are
being written.
,

1750
$550

11 Ow, cony
lyouth 4 di.
.50 Pm
’41 Ford 4-dr. 111414
’46 Char. 2 W. SIN

Pear I Harbor is silent now, a
commercialized crossing at Oyster
Bay and several Florida fruit
Juice stands.
Yesterday, the view from the
USS Arizona was not as picturesque. The Hav..allan fauna was
strewn with empty Coke bottles
and red waves lapped -against discarded steel helmets.

PATRONIZI YOUR
ADyIRTISIRS
Corona

Underwood

Royal

Remington

TYPEWRITERS

sponsibility we are not meet-

For Rent

But it’ is also a responsibility
we can not, avoid if we wish to
preserve our freedom. The fact
that we have accepted this burden speaks for itself.
I think it is apparent to
everyone that we are not winning the light for peace. But
then no one else is fighting if

Spacial Rinfal Rates for Studonts

ing.

Used Standard
Portable Machines
For Sale
-- Easy Payment Plan --

Est. 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking Next Door

24 S. Second St.

CY. 3-6383
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Professor Katherine Young Analysis
Eating Habits of Californians, Texans
steaks and sweet potatoes and
less greens than you do in California.
California may be able to raise
a greater variety of more beautiful fruits, but Miss Young feels
that this beauty is sometimes only
skin deep. "We used tb get peaches
from California and they were
certainly perfection to look at but
they were about as tasty as wax
fruit," she said.
The battle with Texas probably
will never end, but Miss., Young
has a parting blow whie.,h will
certainly confuse the sihiation.
"One thing that’ Texaa can raise
more of than California is squash.
Everybody raises it and gives it
to his neighbor; actually, it becomes a contest to SPC who can
get rirt of the.most squash."
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eetings
Alpha Beta Alpha will meet today, for pledges only, at 4 p.m. in
L212.
CSTA will meet today at 3:30
p.m. in E118. Iiill Barton, of the

KATHERINE YOUNG
. . . California vs. Texas

Dear Thrust arid Parry:
As members of a minority against which the majority seems to
have strong prejudice. we wish to protest’ We were horn in the ac - Is willing to answer these quesrented method and we are your brothers under the skin Why then tions and offer a few opinions that
are apt to surprise’ the satisfied
are you "pen" us/
Californian.
We have been forced to accept prejudicial technology In scissors,
Miss Young was graduated
pliers, golf clubs, bowling ball.. and lacrosse sticks. But desks are
by Texas State College for
too much’ In any class of more than 30 members, there are at least
Women in 1438 and received
three)of the left-handed minority present, but nary a left-handed
her MA, from the University

of Texas in 1944. She is an exdesk.
pert on the subject of foods.
The only reason for this intolerance by the administration would
When she tame to California to
seem to be a desire to produce left-handed graduates with 30 degree
teach at State In 1953. she was
angles In their backs and minds further warped against intolerant
naturally curious to compare
right-handers.
her native state to her new
CHARLES CHAPPELLASH 9661
hem,.
Two other paranotd lefties
Some of the conclusions Miss
AS
H
7180
ASH 9742,
Young reached were: college stu-
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"All be repeated this weekend,
and every other weekend throughout December.

!America Re emembers
Pearl Harbor Attack

at 2:30 p.m. to discuss cheering
section arrangements for basketball season.
Rally Executive Committee will
meet today in Student Union at
public relations office of CSTA, 3:30 p.m. for election of head
cheerleader.
will he guest speaker
Social Affairs Caassolttee will
El CIrculo Castellano, Spanish
club, will meet tonight at 7’30 meet tomorrow in the Student
o’clock in R00111 11.
Union at 3:30 p.m.
Sparveta will meet in Room 117
English majors and minors will
meet for informal gathering to- today at 3-30 pm. Selection of the
night in the Student Union at basketball team will take Place.
Student Y will hold a panel
7.30 o’clock.
Freshman Class will meet Sat- discussion tonight on the "Housing
Women’s
Discrimination Problem", In
urday at the Catholic
Center from ft 30 a.m. to 5 p.m the Student Y at 7:30 o’clock.
German Club will meet tonight
Student Y Conununity Servke
committee will meet today at 3:30
at 7:30 o’clock in Room 20,
Hut-O-Kamaaina will meet to- p.m. In the Student Y.
Tn fIlama will meet tomorrow
night In the Siodent Union at 731)
in the Men’s Faculty Club at 7110
o’clock.
International Students organ- p to
Westminster Foundation will
IsaUen will nieet today in SD130
meet today at II 31) a.m. In the
at 2-30 p ni
Rally Committee Ushers will Student Y. The Rev. Hampel will
meet today in the Student Union Lead an Informal discussion.

LO RUE’S MARKET
FREE DELIVERY
Where Quality Meats Prices From Farm to You

1481 Almaden Rd, Son Jose
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SHOW SLATE

THE STUDENTS

FAVORITE
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Dolly
at
"tAllf 12:15
Here’s Our
Christmas present

TO YOU!
Tonight and Each Wodnsday
Nile until Christmas Student
and Junior Prioss will b -

25c
NO MORE

NO LESS

Hore’s what you’ll ***MAUREEN OHARA
"FIRE OVER AFRICA"
- and_

leaf Showing of

-11ItOM HER’ TO ETERNITY"

STUDIO
Sir Walter Scott’s
The Adventures of
"QUENTIN DURWARD"
starring
Robert Taylor - Kay Kendall
Robert Morley
"SVENGALI"
Donald Wolin - Hildegard* Neff

TOW NE
"I AM A CAMERA"
love loughs, and the Pursuit of Men
JULIE HARRIS (of the N.Y. Stoge)
Stodents with ASS Cards SOc

SARATOGA
"SWEBEARD"
MNCH COMEDY
Cecile Asibray - Pierre Brassiere
Students with ASS Cards 50c

UNITED

ARTISTS

THE TREASURE OF
PANCHO VILLIA"
"LADY- GODIVA"

Head yell Ie’ader for 1966"will
be chosen today by the rally executive committee. Rally Committee officers, corrunittee chairmen
and representatives -at -large will
be present.
The head yell leader is chosen
each year from among present
cheer leaders. He must be in cleat
standing and can serve tor three
consecutive years only.
Tryouts for assistant yell leaders will be held Dec. 14, according to Jim Curnutt, publicity
chairman. Assistants must be on
clear standing and cati_aerve as
assistants for two conseCiftive
years.
The Rally Committee also wishes to announce that the east side
Of Spartan gym will be reserved
for SJS rooters during Saturday’s
Sacramento State basketball game.

Dr. Richard G. Tansey, user iate professor of art, will speak ’ n
"Some Reasons Why Liberal Education Should Not Be Abolished"
at -tonight’s meeting-of Tau Delta
Phi, men’s honorary scholastic
fraternity, at 7:30 o’clock in the
Tower, according to Bob. Hipkiss,
grand magistrate. All faculty and
student members are invited.
Dr. Tansey will be the fourth
and final speaker in a series of
talks on education sponsored by
Tau Delta Phi. Previchis speakers
have been Dr. Arturo B. Fallico,
Dr. John T. Wahlquist and Dr.
Albert J. Castro. Next week Tau
Delta Phi will conduct a summary session of the topics cos’
ered.

Dirrtd

by Nick Thomas
CHASACTON

SADIE THOMPSON

MRS DAVIDSON
- Ruth (Boots) Dougherty
SGT. O’HARA

-Ron Stoles

Friday and Saturday
December 2-3
CURTAIN TIME-8:30 P.M.
Student Adm. $1.00

Juliart Playhouse
136W SAN CARLOS
(across from Civic Audi

Candidates for June, Jul) and
August graduation must file applications this semester, according to the Registrar’s Office. AP !ointments to make application
for graduation are to be scheduled In the Registrar’s Office,
’ Department heads’ almrevals
ef majors and rnli,orii should be
filed in the Registrar’s Office
before applying for graduation.
Forms for the purpose are available in the Registrar’s Office.

The Rev. J. Hempel will lead
an informal discussion at the
Westminster Presbyterian coffee
and dessert hour between 11:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. in the Student
Y today.

KM, 0144110

Dr Joseph B. Cooper, SJS professor of psychology, in a recent
address to members of Psi Chi.
national honorary psychology
ciety, discussed his work toward
the development of a theory of
prejudice, according to Bernie
Workman, publicity chairman.
Workman aim reports that
the animal Pal ChiPas cholas
Department open house will be
held Dec. IS at 3 p.m. He further stated that Bob Hacker,
local Pal Chi president, requests
that members who Nave not paid
their fall amisfetter dues or tlic
La Terre atellairaent do so .1%
soon as PollsOM
Br. Cooper In his speech Nati
he has found that attitudes become prejudiced when the "holders" employ fantasy symbols rather than reality relationships in
support of their attitudes.
In a recent study of lower
division POSchology students,
Dr. Cooper alibi he found ereJudices to be emotionally supported and a form of defense
mechanism to safeguard the
"holders" social status and mobility.
"People who are authoritarian
-found to have snarly strong

prejoiliciet. and to be vers concerned about social position: The
prejudiced person," he stated,
*fears his association with those
*gaited whom he is prejudiced
will hurt him socially. Regardies,
of his own social position, the
prejudiced person tends to lank
down upon those at whom his
prejudices are direeted."
Workman said that the neat
regular business meeting of Psi
Chi is tentathely scheduled for
Thursday night, Jan. 5. Arrangements tor 3 speaker are being
made.

[PATRONIZE TOUR
ADVERTISERS
Try

CAPRI INN
855 N. 13th Street
Specializing in . . .
PI77A rand
ITALIAN FOOD
"THERE IS A INflefNCI’"ITAOINO

Le Roy’s
for that
D:fferent Touch
in

o.1.4470C1b.
-40-1,10\
-

F.it

Good Food

"Genuine" Pizza
THE NEW

n Of T.11. P Out

Homemade Pies

Priced to lit the Student’s Budget
23S Se. 2nd Street

hopes your days are merry and bright...

atta
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are right/

Miss Fredricka Moore will be
the ’guest speaker tonight when
Tau Gamma, local scholastic honorary P.E. society and res-eation
majors, will meet at the homy of
Miss Margaretta Fristoe. Miss
Fristoe is an instructor in the
Women’s Physical Education Department,
Miss Moore is the county supervisor for the elementary physical education.
The fireside kbat will be held
in an informal manner, and pedal
pushers may be worn by those attending. Tune for the meeting Is
slated to start at 7:30 o’clock.
All girls who are planning to
attend are to meet on the corner
of 7th and San cartes /fares at
7 o’clock for transportation io
Miss Fristoe’s home.

0.1. Club To Hold
Panel Discussion

Today
Barton To SpeakPublic
Re-

Bill Barton from the
lations Office of the California
Teachers Assn, will speak on "The
Teacher and the Towluifolk" today at 3:30 pan. in Room £118 of
the Engineering Building.
Everyone is Invited to attend.

Betsy Smith

REV. DAVIDSON
frank Woodman

Graduation Candidates

Chi Pi Signila, local 1011cc fraternity, held both
Pledge dinner and its mut* pledge dance
last week at the Des.’ fraternity
house, 507 N. 3rd St, according to
Fred Abram, publicity chairman.
Ed Gardner, president of the
fraternity, headed the initiation
ceremonies. Immediately following the pinning, the new members
were feted with the annual pledge
dinner. Mrs. Nataline Bucher, prepared the dinner.
The new members of Chi Pi
Sigma are: Dick names, Orville
Butt, Allan Nicholson, ’Lloyd
Bousliman, Jahn *um, John W.
leavey, Kenneth R. Gray, Robert Allen, Gerald Fiske, Myron
I. Maupin, Richatd G. Smith, E.
H. Augustine, Min J. Norton,
James Rodgers, John J. Garner,
Terry Bourgerie, A. T. Lawn,
Daniel Campos, Gary Derbrant,
James Ldeffel, Eisecio Ilernand, Richard Duggan, John C.
Crinviord,
John W. Weber., deceased,, was
initiated along with his pledge
brothers.
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Tau Gamma Group
To Hear Speaker

Newman Club Meeting

A drama of a Sin -tut girl, en
girl -hungry island In the South Pacific
during WWII.

Rally Committee men will act s
ushers and students are asked to
present ASS cards to enter the
rooting section that will be roped
off.

Dr. Tansey To Speak Noon Discussion
Tau Delta Phi Meet

The Occupational Therapy Club
will hold a panel discussion on selecting a minor tonight at 7:30
CALIFORNIA
o’clock, according to Flo Kawaliara, vice president.
"THE PHENIX CITY STORY"
Miss Kawahara stressed that as
many 0.T. majors as possible
- Plus
should plan to attend.
"BETRAYED WOMEN"
The six minor courses presented by six senior occupational
therapy majors include art, psychology, recreation, remedial
MAYFAIR
speech, teaching and musk.
"BLOOD ALLEY"
Members of the panel include
John Wayne - Louren Saran
Erni Inouye, Ardith Hoveland,
pi,,,_
Georgia Smalley, Monica Hammond, Carol Oullholm and Willy
"The Night Holds Terror"
Watkins.
Students with ASS Cords SO(
w
Miss Kawahara said that the
panel discussion will be followed
by refreshments and an informal
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
discussion.
"LUCY GALLANT"
Choriten Heaton
Jane Wyman
-plus"NIGHT OF THE HUNTER"
"The Right to Life," will be the
Robins Mitchum - Shelley Winters
fourth and ciancluding talk in a
series on ethics by Father John S
Duryea tonight at 830 o’clock following the regular business meetTHE JULIART PLAYERS
ing’ of Newman Club. The genPatsant
eral title for the series of talks
is "Ethics."

"R A I N"

Police Fraternity Dr. Cooper Makes Address to Psi Chi,
Holds Feast, Dance TalksAboutftWorkCInPrejudice

RaHy Executive Committee To Choose
New Head Yell Leader for 1956 Today

San Jose
Launderette
463 S 2nd
Complete Laundry
Service
SHIRTS

20c

DENIMS

40c

Dry Cleaning
Try Us And
SAVE

You’re just friends:
Peter Pan collar of
fake pearls. 2.00
Heavily"jeweled"
beer opener. 2.00
Bright Bermuda knee
sox. 1.00 and 2.00

FREE!
Gift wrapping,
Service
AROUND tl
Socks, Bow ties,
Handkerchiefs
AROUND
Argyle socks, Wallets,
Cuff links, Beer
steins, Leather pipes,
Elastic belts
AROUND lO
Orlon Gaucho Shirts,
Drizzler Jackets,
Traveling Bags,
Better Beer Steins
AROUND j15
Pendleton Shirts,
Sweaters (lambs wool
pullovers and cardigans) Club bag (overnight
OVER f.20
Poplin Ivy League)
Jackets, Anti -Freeze
Jackets, Electric
Shavers, Sportcoats
TOO MUCH
Lincoln Continental

Getting warmer?
Fun T-ihirts, cotton
knit. 3.95 to 5.95
Purse size Chanel
No. 5 perfume. 5.00*
Sheer nylons, brocade
gift box. 3 pr. 5.00
It’s the !sell thinil
Imported angora and
wool sweater. 12.95
Torso ski sweater,
contrast trim. 17.95
Matching cap. 4.95
Cotton car coat f3r
the road. 19.95
Luxurious Braemar
cashmere sweaters
...23.95 to 29.95
* plus Fed. tax

You can charge your gifts at
SEE YOUR ROOS REPRESENTATIVE
ERNIE GEORGE - KAREN McOLIADE - SARAH RHINEHART
First at Santa

Clara

4
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Ski Time Ahead With Latest Fashions

THURSDAY, DEC.8, 1955

Ski Training Camp
Held At Sun Valley

Cl •lmb'unto My' Lap
And I'll Tell YOU All
'.I'TheQrlgln
• • 0f Thesk"I
,

..

Sun Valley was the scene oC a
lot of action, starting Dec. 18,
1954 and winding· up on J a n. 8
o f this vear. The reason for all
tl\e action was that the Firs t National. Ski A~ociat ion Train ing
Cnr:np was in ses.sion. Twentythree s tudent~ we re enrolled. They
we re n' t. jut\t :.~ vera ::;e s kiers. they
were being primed for the Olympics in 1956 and 1960.
They all plan to atte nd the
actual Olympic tryout.< to be held
in March at Franconia and North
Conway, New Hampshi re.
One of the girls, Jill Kinmont,
frmn Bishop. Californ ia, will not
be· among those attending· however.

'.

·.·..
:· .

·

BY DEE BOYD
Have you ever given much
thought as to where · the great
winter sport of skiing came from '/
It all ~tarted · with the Lapp•.
The Lapps are a remot" nomadic
people who live In the far north
of Europe, much of theh· country
is in the Artie .Circle, and they
live much the. same as did thei r
. 1ncestors thousands of years ago.
Lapland covers parts of Norway,
S weden, Finland , and Russia. In
all or this vast territory there are
less than 35 ,000 people, Their
territory is rnarked by mountl ins, forcsl'i, lakes, rivers and
high falls. T he entire economy of
-the La pps is based on reindee r ,
~~~ they depend on s kis for Ira-

I

See.. Sparkling New Formals ..

If he didn't have them, he
couldn't herd the reindeer or folthem around as wander in
search of food, so it stands to
reason that every Lapp must be
a highly accomplished s kier.
From all reports he lives up
-to it, too. A day's run of 60 miles
is not at all u nusual, and he is
able to keep up the pace for long
periods of time.
In this mode r n day and age.
we find the Lapps still making
their own skis and equipment.
They usc two kinds oC woods.
Each of the woods serves a differcnt purpose, for the so!t snow,
birch skis are used, for the ha rdsnows, pine. In stature the Lapps
a rc short, about 5 feet 1s average
for the male, but their skis a re
unusually long.
As !or the making of skis, the
La pps go to great lengths in order to Cind the ri~'ht wood for
the right job. The tree must grow
in a moun tain cleft, so the wood
will be hard, b ut not heavy. They
usc much skill and patience in
shaping skis.
The soft boots and thongs oC
the Lapps are made o! reindeer
hide. Socks are something new
to them so the usual practice is
to line 'the boots warmly with
dry grass. They only use one ski
pole, and it has a sharp pomt on
the end. It doubles as a spear !or
spear fishing.

I low
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Color and va riety are added
to this year 's parade or ski
fashions. The above six models
demonstrate the latest in ski
attire. Left .to right are Jerr y
Price, Dick Alcock. Jud y Raubenhelmer, Carol Sosnlck, Kat-hy Orr and Fran Smith. Outfits for the ski models were furnished by Cope and ~lc Ph e teres
Sports Shop, Rapport's Men's
Store and Roos Bros. Depart•
ntent Store.
-Photo by Hawkins

Flowers
for All
Occasions
•
•

BACK
ROOM
76 W. San Antonio

Audrey's

Bakmas

Between San Antonio •nd Morket

CY. 2-0462

CY 4-4341

louqueh
CorsatM

Flower
Shop
lOth
and Santa Clara

5Qc HAIRCUT
All

I
~

Cope and MsPbetres Sports
Store 66 W. San An tonio, carries
the latest mens' and' womens ski
fashions. Jerry P rice, modeling
for the sports s hop. is shown
\\'earing a grey Grcsvig sweater
of 100 per cent wool. The sweater
comes in a variety or colors and
sizes and is priced at $1 J..95. Wh ite
Stag charcoa l grey pan ts of rayon
and wool, selling at $15.95, make
up the rest of the model's outfit.
A yellow head band by Gresvig,
goggles and a · pair of black
French import afte r-ski boots,
priced at Sl6.95 and fashioned
by Souki add the finishing touches
to this s ki outfit.

j

Dick Alcock, model Cor Rappori's Men's Store, 241 S. 1st
St. Is ready to hit tbe snow
\\ith his smartly Cashloned outCit. Rapport's bas attired him
in a m en's 100 per cent n ylon
water repellent light blue parka,
se!Ung- a t $15.95. The smart
fitting jacket features a giant
chest zipper, string- tie a.t neck.
elasticised c uffs and a. hood
lined with na vy nylon. The
jacket is fashioned by White
Stag.

Moler Bar~er College
41 West San Fernando
open 9 to 6 Mon . th ru Sot.

ENGLES & BROWN

and fashton .'Thls particular outplcte her outfit. For extra
fit may be worn for s kiing or
warmth and fashion , the model
as arter-ski attire.
wea rs the popular cotton ski
Next Roos Bros. features Gc- mittens, priced at S2.50. She
man-styled fashion in their sk i 1 also shows the smart and pracoutfi ts. Kathy Orr wears a w hite
t ical g-old-trimmed ski glasses,
cotton jacket fashioned by Bogner selling at Roos Bros Cor S3.
of Germany and priced at $29.95.
Good qua lity is important in
For extra Cashion, the jacket is ski fashion but equally important
black stitched on the top and in ski equipment. Cope and Mcfeatures the zipper Clap on the Phetres features the Austrianside and ribbed sleeves. A white made Skis man ufactured by Kaehood to match the jacket, also stlc, shown by model nwnber one.
made by Bogner, priced at $4.95 The skis sell at $74.50. Dick Aladd sma rtness to the outfit.
cock, second model, shows anThe model's s ki pants also arc other brand of s kis featured by
fa shioned by Dor me r Werner and the sports' shop . His skis are
are priced at $19.95 a t Roos Bros. made · by Head master and are
Fran Smith wears an outfit priced at $98.50. T he poles the
model demonstrates nrc made by
pa~ Ucularly smart for afterski attire featured by Roos Northland and a lso arc included
Bros. She wears a blue · ski in Cope and McPhetrc's stock
j acket made In Germany by of ski equipment.
Bogner and priced at Sl9.95.
The Womens' skis demons tratThe cotton jacket features a ed by model live are an Italian
black-knit trim and a powder import made by C01-tina. .Cope
blue knit inset to add extra and McPhctrcs features them for
contrast and smartness.
Her 579.95. The toboggan, featured by
black; w:ll,ter r e]lf!llent slacks I the Sports' shop, is made by
made Oy Dormer Werner com Northland and priced at $1.95.

swea ter, made by J crsild and
Priced at 511 .95. The sweater
is Swiss imported, and the
bl ue a.ad whit.e contrasti ng pattern adds to its s martn ess. Navy
a ll woo l white st.ag pants, priced at 519.95. complete th e out-

" Fine Meats "
Hotels - Restaurants
Institutio ns

I fit.
In Womcns' Ski wear Rapport's
455 Keyes St.
San Jose
CY. 7-0895
the outfit worn by Judy
l
~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~;;:iiiiii~iiiii~iiiiig I R_auoe!l henner, third model in the
fcat~•res

i

-

----

picture. She wears the ne w two
tone hi p length jac ket made by
Wh ite Stag a nd priced at $16.95.
The jacket, m ;; de of wool , nylon
and cotton is two tone black a11d
w hite a nd fea tures the rib-knit
coll ar and cuffs to add extra
1
1 f:.1 shi on.
The jacket also is sty led with
a lippcr pocket in the left upper
sleeve and 3 color fas t black ski
belt.

BELTS
I
& EARRINGS
Accent your fall swea te r-skirt
combination w it h the Newest
in fashion . . . leather Ear·
ring s to Ma tch Your Belts .

Hose

Crinoli nes

desig n i s featu red in
Ithel\1oclcrn
$19.95 Misse• ski pants made
1

b.'· Whi te Stag:. The blac k ski
panL"' feature the trim tunnel
top and the ne w boot g'rip bottom .
The smartl y fashi oned pa nts are
100 pe r cent wors ted heavy gaba rdinc, water repellent and fea76 W. San Antonio Street
; l ure the v-baclt reinforced crotch.
Phone CY 4-4348
Ski-boots fashiOned by Nov~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ella and pnccd at Sll.95 complete
the mtsses skt outfi t. The boots
, 1re
from Switzerland
1mportcd
1 a t e 1me d 1n:-1Cc
1 f or C'.... · tr·,1
.JIH
co rnfon t~ nd f,JSIHon.

I
'1

I

Roos Bros. Dc r a rtm•nt Store.
2 N. l sL St.. also tons in ski rash·
ion , a.ttirts the UeX t lhree modelS In the latest sty les for the
popular wlnter sport.
Carol
Sosnick. first model for the
store. wears nav y ski pants
fa!-hioncd bl" Dormer \Verner,
ouUittcrs for U ' Olympic teams,
priced at 519.95. The smart Cittin ~ Jlants ar c made of wool
a nd arc water r c)Jt: ll ent and
wind proof. A white all wool
turtle-neck sweater with a red
and black figured pattern has
been chosen to complete the
model's outfit. The sweater,
priced at 817.95, has a matchIng- fast c"p for extra warmth

mountain racing into a test or !ig- by an "odd chance in a thousand
ure skiing. " Gradually the old a Judy did breal\ her leg, 1 should
sla lom figures. which at le:.1 st per- ha ve to retire into private life,"
mitted a choice of line and gave he put in an extra gate in the
some scope for enterprise, disap- race.
pcarcd, and the modern Marx.ist
But even so, sa id Sir Lunn, the
slalom took its place."
slalom caught out the two best
At the firs t, slaloms we re di - racers who misjudged their speed
Vldcd mto two runs. The f1rst and muddled the lower gates.
run wa s held on l~ a rd sno w to :n"Few men 1_1 a~e done more than
sure that the pnvllct;e o f r.H:mg 1 [ have to el tmmale unne~essa ry
I on snow wh1cl1 had not bee n too objecti ve risks from downhtll_
racd hdd
cut up shonld be dc c·Jd cd by or- ing- trec stu~nps au ·
1
en
dcr of mcnt on ha rd snow rathe r s tones-but Uungs have come to
fll:ln by the lucl< o f the dra w.
\.1 pretty pa~s when me mbers or
The second run on the sort snow ' an intern:1tional team have to be
was open and fas t. part ly be- protected from a fa ll on soft snow
cause s horl , tig'ht sla lom• with I a t a speed which could in no case
abrupt turns cut up the snow too have ex ceeded 20 miles an hour.''
much.
fn conclusion ~ Sir Lunn patriolrn a Marxist slalom however , ica lly wro te. •· If the slalo m is. to
Sir Lunn explained, sk iers arc reta in C\'Cn the slig'htcst link w tth
1 shepherded from gntc to ga te, an d mounta in skiing- ~J the ghost of
foll ow app roximatel y L11 e sa me forgotte n woods s ttll ha unts some
cou rse. Onl y minor dcdalions arc 1 of its fi gures-le t us set slaloms
;Ill owcd . You mny sta rt you r turn in whi ch the re is s till some r oom
01 little earlier, or eliminate a fc\v for e nterprise, and let u.s rcmcnl·
inc hes of unn ecc~ary skid , but bcr U1at when we !iud ourselves
"that is about the •cope left !or <It the top of a wood glade we
private e nterprise."
cannot say, 'This is unfair. It I
Sir Lunn related he gave up ta ke this too fast I shall fall. I'm
setting s laloms uftcr World War goi ng to take of! my skiis and

SKI 'S • BOOTS • POlES
Car Rocks • Pants • Parkas
SPfCIAL

II und might never ha ve set :.1 11 - walk home.'"

Phonographs
RADIOS
Student Rates

PACIFIC RADIOSPORTING GOODS
174 So. 2nd

opposite Kress'

The Gift that says

tri

" Beautiful Diamond Ring

Set

No gift can mean more ,to hff'
, •. whether sbe is i bride ol
tomorrow ... or of yesteryear.
Come choose a ring duo from ·
Olll nried coUeaion now .. •
and make her Christmas happi- .
IICIS complete.

ConvenierJ'
Budget Terms

W.Q;~!~N.

GORDON'S

L d : aad JUNO
Since 1904.

SPORT SHOP
1 21 E. San Fernando

Open
S11nday 10-4
Thurs. nite til 9

~-
~

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO ·

Complete ' Ski outfits ready to RENT.
Mel has Skis, Boots, Parkas, Pants,
Sleds and Toboggans. Come d~wn
today, look over Mel's complete ltne.
Take your pick of the fine equipment
for men and women· ski'ers, then take
off far a weekend of High Adyentvre
in the High Sierra. Call Mel or Herb
today for the latest Ski-weather in·
formation.

MEL COTTON'S TENT CITY

568 West Santa Clara-CYpress·4-1383
l :~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;q

a
,...

Ski'in's More Fun ...
When your car's ready fo r
th at hard Sierra Driving!
See l eo and Jess' Today!
lh cy ' ll put in the Perm o·
ard An ti . Freeze, and see to

·.~~~~~~;;;o it that your car is in firs t · cla ss

I

I

12 West Son Antonio

Hand-made Imported SKI lOOTS
Wore $29 .50 ·- Now $19.95

I

I

J.-crv• your sho" · wtth
John and Andy for
Dyeing, Cleaning and lltepalrlns

Compl ete
Rental " Depa rtment

By RITA SABOL
other one had he not been present
Down with the Marxist sla lom ! when a g·roup of yo un g British '

I

ARCADE SHOE REPAIR
AND SHINE SHOP

SKI

Inventor of Slalom Says
Down on Marxist Racing
days. Believe it or not, la st year race, they said, had no speed, no
Sir Arnold Lunn, !athe r of the flu ency and no r.vthm, and the
slalom sk i race, decided s lalom onl y turns ca lled for were r apid,
racing is a political iss ue.
sharp jerked christiani a s. At this
''In my youth I regarded skis po:nt Sir Lunn felt it w as time
as a means to a n end, and that for hirn to ret urn to U1c slalom
end was ski mountaineering and ''whic h I in,·ented a nd to sec if
ski touring in winter,'' Sir Lunn it we re possible to a rrest its deca ,-.: rote in his article published in dencc."
Ski magazine.
In the Lowlandcr's Champion Sir Lunn expla ined tha t his first sh ip Sir Lunn set the sla loms for
effort to obtain internationa l rec- the men and the ladies. The Lowognition for downhill raci ng \Vas lander's Cha mpionsh ip i~ open to
inspired by the naive conviction the Bri tish , Belgians, Danes a nd
that downhill ra cing would help Dutch. He set two hairpin turns
to develop the kind o ( technique in the fall-line in the ladies s las uitable for s ki moun tai neering.
lorn, which were 50 ya rds apart.
Downhill racin g in ope n coun- The ba n k wa s ~o inclined that
t.ry scls a pre mium on s traight I '·n one of the ladies competing
running, he w rote, and ~ incc so co uld possi bl y have run stra ight
few woods arc sui table for rae- or nea rly straight !rom the boting, he invented the modern tom of the top pair (of gates) and
'gate' sla lorn as a substitu te for turned s uccessfully through the
racing' through trees.
lower pair.
Primilivc ~!atom.-; ~Is firs t deThis race was to be one of judg',·eloped by Sir Lunn gaYc s kiers m en t and s k ill. decided Sir Lunn .
the opportunity to transfo rm their However. after r ca liling that if

-fall~.

EQUIPMENT

we~~:era b;~Opa;~:· ::l~t m;::: ~~~!~~s ~~'~: ~ovc~~thf:~tinfh.,lst: ~~c~~·s ti;l~~c ll~~~~~:~i ~~~'J'~',~ai~i:~~

Wholesale
Purveyors
of

Gowns

I

I
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Work

.·

New Colors, Styles Highlight
1955. Outfits· for Ski . Attire

What to wear seems to pose a
problem just about anytime, part icularly when ski weather rolls
a round. ~ttr~ctiv e c:.o lors a~d new
sty lcs h1ghhght th•s years parade of ski fa s hions featuring par"jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ l kas, bright . \\:ool k.n it sweaters
'
and smart httmg sk1 pants.

Get your 1 l xl4
portrait with purcha se
at

su,..,..,lled
by Ucented
Instructors

.

I

The snow · was freshly

the pack was good, and a _ll1tle
boy a nd h is Cather were mside
t heir wann house talking .. : ·
" Daddy, why can't l go out
and ski like the other kids?"
T o this the loving !ather re1 plied, " Shut up and deal!"

shape for first-doss mountain
fun . . . l e t -leo and Jess'
USE

Mountainize your car.

YOU~

CHEV~ON
C~EOIT

CA~D

LEO & JESS'
CHEVRON SERVICE
North First & St. James

CY 3-9654

II•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Warm Clothes, Boots
Don’t Forget the Skis!
(Continued from page 1)
allowing freer movement of the
arms. . .
Under the parka you’ll need a
nice warm sweater Sweaters come
in all sorts of different colors and
styles, all wool.
Next on the list is ski pants.
11 yuu don’t have any, or don’t
want to purchase a pair, some
old gabardine slacks will do. Just
take them down to a cleaners and
have thesn water.proofed. When
you arrive In the snow country,
just tuck your cuffs into your
ski boots and you’re ready to go.
How about the boots? They come
hi all sizes, in black and brown
colors. The prices range from about
$20450, and the makes are Henke,
Richle, Reicker, has’, and Molitar.
DON’T FORGET THE SKIS
The next hem (which you just

can’t get along without, no matter
how hard you try) is skis. They
top, have quite a liberal Price
range, from about $20 to $100 a
pair. Starting at the top of the
price list and going down, we find
Head. Cortina, Rosignol, Stein
Erickson, Knussil, Gresvig, Gregg
and Northland. Each of these companies put out a variety of styles
and types, so it is up to the individual to choose the style that suits
him best.
It Is also a Wised Wu $0 take
set of "Iong-idlise because
it can get pretty cold on the
slopes and it’s always a good idea
to have same eatris Warmth. And
’speaking of warmth, the feet can
get pretty cold, so be sure and
have a couple of pain of ski
socks. There is only one thin
worse than sloshing around in a

Map of Sierra Ski Area
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Ski Films Available
one of America’s best-known
ski photographers, Dr. Frank H.
Howard. makes his home in San
Rafael Conf. His latest proda lion, -So You’d Like To Ski", is
like his other films available to
clubs arid other groups on a rental basis Write to the Ski Magazine, Hanover, New Haillpfalife
for information.

(280
Pair of wet socks, and that Is
/ MOPE row
when the feet and socks get cold
-ratAA
SeitAft 1044AS
at the sanse time.
es. jinx)
It is also importannto keep the
61JOU b (Js)
hands warm when skiing. So a good
pair of woolen mittens, plus mitten
SACAAIIIIVro
eve
rwe,ss
81/ (,10)
covers will do the trick.
0
PROTECT THE EYES
5411414 Slit RANCH T/ (200)
There is a danger, if one doesn’t
wear goggles, of becoming snow
PLACgItV1.1.1"
blind When the sun is shining on
the slopes it is reflected’ up, and
Late for Class?
DODGE MOS( d is / tao)
can burn the skiers eyes. Snow
Snacm rem
blindness is usually just a tempoWe Park It For You
rary thing, but why take chances?
Tune-up and Brake Service
Aside -from protecting your eyes
Complete Lubrication .
from the sun and reflection, they
also act as a windshield. When
rostaord
T OM))
TCP
t.
you’re going down a bill at a pretty
aa
sags
good clip, that wind can get pretty
cutting. .
Fourth and San Fernando
It’s a good idea to take some
Across from Student Union
sort of lotion or sun tan liquid in
the exception of Mt, Rose o hich
THE ABOVE MAP shows
case of snow burn, too.
is in Nevada. Me numbers
Now that the warmth of the
the mail routes that can be
on the lines are the main highpersons is taken care of, how
from San Jose up to the
taken
and whether the) are
ways,
no
circumUnder
about the cars?
Si
and the snow country.
California or U.S. routes are
stances go up into the snow withThe names of the resorts on
also marked. The porno lift
out anti -freeze. BE SURE AND
BRING UP A SUFFICIENT Athe map are followed by symhi a new shins in the california
bols which represent the nunsMOUNT!!
snow areas, it has been called
A ski rack to hold your skits
ber and types of lifts and tows
the "flying saucer" left and is
Is needed, There are racks for
becoming’ quite popular. The
available to the skier in each
eonbard tops and side racks far
map was drawn by Ship Burr.
of the areal. The symbols are
"A wet bunny
vertible.s. And if you intend to
Interpreted in the legend up In
an eagineering major, special-,
is a cold
get past the gates of the various
It was
inns In electronics.
the left hand corner of the
summits, chains are pretty imdrawn in essnjunction with Dick
man. The numbers In parenthebunny"
portant, if you find that s-ou have
Alcock, who is also An enginsis are the mileages to the reto put the chains on, an old
eering major and treasurer of
sorts from San Jose, all of
Get your ski-wear
jacket will come in handy. That
which are in California with
the Ski Club.
water-repelled at
way you won’t get you’re clothes
all slushy and wet.
If you are bothered lay windshields that fog lip, a piece of chew
ing tobacco rubbed on the windshield will take care of that. It is
also a good idea to bring a snow
shovel along, just in case a blizCor. 5th & Santa Clara
zard should blow in during the
In the October issue of "Ski;’ hips; with someone holding your
night and you should find your
Hans Kraus, M.D. ran an article legs down, raise up your chest.
car snowed in.
remember Me?
entitled, "Are You Fit to Ski," and head and shoulders and hold them
It was such an informative article up for ten seconds.
that we thought we’d pass it on to
"5.) Lie -prone over pillow as in
you.
4, hut shift weight forward; take
IIIII GENE SMITH
In the article, Dr. Kraus praises your hands from behind your bead,
skiers for being the best patients place them flat on the floor and
a doctor could have because they rest your head on them then raise
are so impatient to get well enough up your feet with knees straight
Free Delivery
to get back on the slopes again.
and hold them up for ten seconds.
PLACES TO EAT
"In fact, says Kraus, they are
Phone CY 2-7920
On the way up to the slope coun- sometimes too impatient. They
"6.) Standing, bend down with
try you might get hungry, so may want to get back to skiing the day knees straight and touch the floor
we offer a few suggestions of where after they break a leg!"
with your fingers; hold this posito get good food at reasonable
"When they are hurt, they co- tion for three seconds, without
prices?
operate to make the treatment as bouncing.
On highway 40 in Auburn your rapid, effective and complete as
TEST FOR SKIING
best bet is the "Ground Cow," and possible. Many skiers have stronger
Now comes the test for the skiers
on 50 there is "Eddies Coffee than average limbs and therefore
called, ’Are you fit for skiing"?
Shop" in Stockton.
respond more quickly to therapy."
"Perform all the above without
Once you have arrived on the
However, sad to say, many (if
slopes and are skiing merrily not the majority) of Americans are fatigue, plus the following.
along, the thought of loath might in sad physical condition, which,
4.411940/111
"1.) From a standing Position:
occur to you The various estab- according to [Sr. Kraus, is due to
kneebends
lishments in the areas hase the fact that we have so many make 25 consecutive
thoughtfully remembered to Put labor saving devices, the auto, ele- without support.
coffee shops at the foot of the vators and television along with
"2.) Do three consecutive pushhills. At Soda springs it’s the a myraid of other things.
ups.
Snow Flake, Sugar Bowl has SuCAUSE OF ACCIDENTS
"3.) Run up two flights of stairs
gar Bowl Chalk( and Donner Ski
At one Eastern resort, the ski
at a moderate speed without getRanch sports the Coffee Shop.
school -flunks" three or four puReno boasts the Sky Tavern and pils every day because these people ting winded.
Squaw Valley accommodates you
are unable to get up after falling
"4.) Stand facing a wall, feet
with the Casserole.
down on a flat surface! The reason- together, toes at least two inches
Most of the lodges serve two
ing behind their flunking the pumeals a day to guests on the Ameri- pils is that they would more than from the wall; keeping heels flat
on the floor, touch the wall with
can plan. They also serve to guests
likely injure themselves seriously your _knees."
on the European plan.
on the slopes. The primary cause
On Highway 40 there are quite
Now comes the final test and the
of skiing accidents is due to skiers
a few good ski hills. There is
tte-yaratt their ability, accord- most rigorous. It is designed for
Sugar Bowl, Donner Ski Ranch,
ing to [Sr. Kraus. He goes on to that special group of people, those
Squaw Valley.
say that any person is skiing be who race.
WHERE TO GO
his ability if he is physically
Highway 50 claims four hills: yond
"Are you fit for racing? Perform
unfit, be he amateur or pro.
the above %with ease, plus the
Strawberry, Rijon, Edelweiss and
Some advice on checking up on all
following!
Dodge Ridge,
yourself before going skiing this
In Nevada we find -Reno Ski
season given by him is, be sure
"1 1 Do five (three for girls) con
Bowl, Slide Mountain and Mount
that yourr weight is within five aecutive one -legged kneebends on
Rose.
pounds of what it should be for each leg without support and with
Highway 49 in California has
your height.
out the other leg touching Ito’
one good hill, that being Peddler
TEST SETS
floor.
Hill, about 25 miles above SoHere are three sets of tests by
nora.
"2 1 Do a one -arm pushup on
Dr. Kraus that you might give
Each of the hills have ski lodges
each arm (girls, do five normal
to go along with them, so they are yourself:
pushups.)
"Are you Fit For Living"?
next line. Starting on Highway 40
"I.) Lie on your back, legs
onee more, we find Hoyfjellet (pro"3.) Run two miles in less than
straight, hands behind your head,
nounced Hoy-fa-loy), Donner Ski
minutes (girls, run one mile ii
with someone holding your feet 12
Lodge, (often referred to as DSL),
down, roll up to a sitting position. 7 minutes or less.)
Beacon Hill Lodge and Soda
If you can pass the first two test,.
"2.) Same as 1, but with knees
Springs, Sugar Bowl, Donner Ski
bent.
providing after a physical checkup
Ranch and the Crest.
"3.) Lie on your rack, hands be- by your doctor that you’re sound
Traveling up Highway 50 one
be in good condition t.
may spend the night at Bijou, hind head; with knees stesight, lift you will
And if you can execute all
Strawberry, Donner or Edelweiss. your feet about ten inches and hold ski
three, are a skilled skier and di them there for ten seconds
"4.) Lie prone, hands behind sire to race, go to it. and good
head, a plump pillow under your luck to you all!

PARKING

Silva’s Shell

Whether You’re a Ski Bunny
or a Class A Skier . . .

Doctor Offers Tests
For Ski Enthusiasts

>.

4.4111111,

.

SJS students are getting read) for the skiing season and the
school ski club is preparing to meet the students needs by planning their season’s schedule. The ski club will travel to the
Northern l’alhornia region yr hich affords enjoyment for the
members.

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS

Many Places Offer
Food for Famished
Skiers in Ski Area

foshlosiod
I..

1\’N.N.t,..

flitted for
suet’s n
"Trim-Tunnel-Top"

ski pant.
Hoary 100% worsted gabardine
with water-repellent finish.
Shaped "Boot -grip" bottoms
with wide elastic under foot,
lastic-grip inner waistband. Two
front, two rear zipper pockets.
"V" outlet at back for size
adjustment and perfect fit.
Sizes 29-42 Extra lengths 30-36

$19.95
Action -Fashioned White Stag
Ski jackets and parkas from

$12.95 to $25.00
Shown here: "Experts" Anorak
in 100% Super Nylon $13.95

Complete Ski Outfits
for Men, Women and Children

RAPPORT’S
241 SOUTH FIRST ST.

Reno Ski Bowl
Has Improvements

Included in the vast Improvements at Reno Ski Bowl this year
Is the new Sport Center Ski Shop.
I just a biscuit toss from the Petit
!Chalet, where complete ski equipment rentals and sales will be
available during the coming season
The shop will be operated by
noted skiers Hal Codding arid
1Jerry Wetzel as a branch of their
own downtown Reno Sport centre.
Mammoth tows now offer wonderful skiing on excellent slopes.
The first tow has a length of 1402
feet and from its upper terminal
one skis down at an angle for
about 300 yards to the starting
point of the second tow which has
’ been brought over and down the
hill some 200 yards. The second
tow now starts from a spacious
bowl and carries on 2000 feet up
the mountain Theme two tows
operate daily arid together offer
Alpert, ski runs.
The Skier.

1%......071r

7flAs

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
Fine Selection of Hallmark Greeting Cards
Sold in Boxes or Single

Gift Wrapping
Material
also

I"7

"Swiss Festival" Yours with a toss:11
of European charm in as contrast
"spider -webbed" yoke studded with
embroidered Swiss shields. Hip -length
for wear in -or -out of trousers.
Zipper pocket on upper left ore 100%
Cotton Poplin, Zelon-trisatod,
Sonforizod, Sizes 10-20
$14.93
Action-toaored White Stop Ski Parille
fr("11 $10.95 so $37.93

Complete Ski Outfits
for Men, Women and Children

SPARTAN SHOP

RAPPORT’S

100% OWNED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

241 SOUTH FIRST ST.

6 SPARTAN DART

Pictured abave are several
of this year’s prospective SJS

- --WIEOPIRSOAi;-ME-7,-111S5-

SJS Meets Hornets
In Opener Saturda

ski team members. Left to right
are Don Tibodo, Jerr) Price.

JIM EGGERT
Given confidence by an even
split in its first two games with
highly rated University of Seattle on the Chieftains’ home court,
the SJS cage squad makes its home
debut Satnrday night against SacramentgState at Spartan Gym. In
preliminary ga:nes the Spartan
freshmen entertain Watsonville
Hist School and the SJS junior
varsity battles Menlo J.C.
Against Sacramento. the Spartans will be meeting another ball
control quintet. The Hornets wad
Spartans have played six times
previously, with the Spartans winning five games. However, the
last meeting, in 19.14. resulted In
a 57-49 upset e4n for the Hornets.
835 coach Watt McPherson
tentatively plans to use the
!came starting lineup that earned
the split with Seattle. This
would mean Fred Nienunan and
John F.reeg mould open at the
I forward spots, Mary Branstrom
at caster, and Eddie Dias and
Tom Crane at timed& However.
MePherson Indicated that be

unidentified. Jay Fox. Ted Engelbrecht, Riff Buckaloo and
another unidentified skier.

Ski Team Seeks Coach*
Financial Aid Approved
By JIM EGGERT
The ski team needs a coach. In
fact, there won’t actually be a
ski team until a coach can be
found.
On and off for the past six
Years, Spartan skiers have represented SJS in intercollegiate
matches. But SJS never has had.
an official ski team.
The Staked Coenwil approved a $1411 budget for an
official ski GOMM TWA wan great
news to magebem uf Sparta’s
-essifficiar team However, a
mime team MEM have a roach
in order to receive ’leaden& body
financial aid.
The SJSVera have, in the past,
been frire. to pay all of then
own expenses at meets and for
practice. This, naturally, has cut
down the number of participants
and, consequently, the quality of
the team.
Tom Cuffe, ex-Spartan gridder,

was lined up as (-neat]. but he
found he didn’t have time and
gave up the post. So now our aspiring skiers find themselves in
the predicament of that girl on
television. They have the money
in front of them, but they can’t
touch itunless they can find a
coach.

,

The money, if obtained, will
be used for transportation to
and from the teams eight prospective meets, for insurance, for
lodging and meals at the meets,
and for miscellaneous small
items such as ski wax. However.
all members provide their own
skis and clothing. The money
will not cover expenses incurred ’
In travelling hack and forth
on non -meet weekends for neartiee.
The would-be members of the
ski team plan to go through witb
the scheduled meets even if they
don’t receive financial help. SJS

lassifieds

MenSunny, warm rooms for
rent. Kitchen privileges. recreation
room. Johnstone Hall. 598 S.
lee: has. mid heard. Friendly
home atmosphere,, excellent meals tOth St
Mrs. Perkins. CY4-7313.
WANTED

rat arta

GANSHIF-Girls--Kitchen and livingroom privileges. Nice home. 505,
S. 5th St.
-Ream With Kitchen privileges
and private off-street parking..
For men. Inquire at the "Pig Pen." ;
corner of 9th and San Antonio or
Call CAT -44418.
_
TOON mask share room, kitchen
privileges. $26 a month. 278 N.
9th St. CY3-5955. Call after 5 p.m.
three bedroom home in excellent
condition. Available to faculty or
staff. Idea? location. Lease available. Contact Mrs. Griffith, Ex
272 on Catnpus.
Rom and beard for men, good
food, II meals. 348 S. 11th St.

Wantedriders to I. A., San
Bernardino areas. Leaving Dec.;
14, 1955 about 4 urn. Contact Jay
Bunch, 621 S. 8th St. CY2-I895.
Would like to share expenses
of ride to and from New York or
pnints Kest C. Mason CY2-5727
LOST AND FOUND
,
Lest: Bulova wateh with gold
band. Please call Barbara Perry.
CY4-2914 it found

Riflemen Will Shoot
Against Cal, Denver

skiers have meets planned vsith
California, Stanford, COP, UCLA,
Modesto J.C.. Nevada and Sierra
College.
In addition. SJS will compete
In the annual Reno Winter Carnival in February. Besides the
richools already mentioned. Denver University, University of
Wyoming, University of Utah,
Washington State, Portland University and Michigan State will
participate in this carnival. Denver has been the top collegiate
team in the nation the past
two years.
Most of the meets in which the
Spartan snowmen participate arc
held at either Sugar bowl, YoseMte, Squaw Valley or Reno. Usually more than two schools will
enter a meet. Triangular and
quadrangular meets are the most
common.
Despite the fact that SJS has
not had an official team, the
skiers representing it have done
Just about as well as the other
schools they’ve met. Of the schools
that SJS meets. UCLA has had the
hest teams lately, even though
they have to travel the farthest
to The ;now country.
A ski meet Is divided into
four events the downhill.
slalom, jumping and cross country. In the downhill the skiers
start at the top of a mountain
and end up at the bottom. The
object is to find the shortest
and quickest ssas down.
In the slalom the skier races
through a series of 20 to 60 tightly spaced "gates." The ski jUmper takes off down a ramp and
then soars through the air to a
slope below.
Members of this ’ear’s proposed team include Doug Fox.
Ken Kenada. Don Thibodo. Ted
Frotelbrecht. Joe Ulm, Jerry
Price, Bill (.roles, Dave Fran (*win* and Jay Fox.

.
.
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The SJS Rifle Team will shoot
a three-way match Dec. 9 with
the University of California and
Dennison University of Ohio at
the Berkeley Range starting at
9:30 am., according to Sgt. 1 c
Patrick J. Whalen, team coach.
The Spartan shooters won a
shoot last week at Stanford 1363
to 1359 in a three -position dual
match. Individual Spartan ..cores
were Ken Storms, 278; Capt. Bill
Rabenstein. 270; Arlan Amaral,
276: John Duhn, 267 and Rudy
Cordova, 266.
The SJS rifle shooters were
originally scheduled to shoot
with Cal and Dennison in a trimeet last week. However, bad
weather In the Midwest made it
imposaible for the Dennhon
team to fly to Berkeley. The
Ohioans must fl) 2500 miles for
the contest.
Last year, the Spartaa Rift"
Team finished second in the tontermee behind the University of
California. Bickford set the SJS
rifle record with a score of 293.
The SJS second place finish last
year was considered excellent, as
Cal’a rifle shooters had the top
team in the nation.
Maj. Dean U. Bressler, SJS
Army ROTC instructor and president of the. Northern ’.2alifornia
Intercollegiate Rifle Confe:ence,
announced the remaining schedule
for the Spartans this year:
Dee. 9California and Dennison
T at Berkeley.
Feb. 16USE at San Jose.
Feb. 23California at San Joe,.
Mar. ISanta Clara at Santa
Clara.
Mar. II--California (Davis) at
San Jose.
Mar. 22--California at Berkeley.
Clara at San
April SSanta
Jose.
April 12Stanford at San Jose.
(Davis) a
April ISCalifornia
Davis.
May 3USE at San Francisco.

Trackmen To See Ryan

All prospective varsity and
yfreshmen track and field athletes
are urged to report to Mike Ryan,
who is subbing for track coach
might do some experimenUng
Bud Winter, before the Christmas
at the center spot.
Seniors Miemann and Crane holidays. Ryan would like to talk
are expected to carry the load over the training Program and
against Sacramento State as they unfold the plans for the coming
did against the Chieftains, Nie- track season.
mann garnered 39 points in the
Ryan is in Coach winter’s office
Seattle series OM grabbed 24 from 3
p.m. until 5 p.m. daily in
rebounds, 18 of them Saturday the Men’s Gym.
night. Crane directed the SparWinter left for India Dec. Ito
tan attack and scored 27 points
In the week end series.
They could receive a lot of help
In the scoring department if sophomore Eddie Diaz comes through
with a performance like that of
his 21 point effort against Seattle-Friday night. However, Diaz, who
averaged 23.3 points per game
for the frosh last year, proved inconsistent and tallied only four I
points Saturday night. Forward
John Erceg will prove a tremendous help if he can return to his
late season form of last year. He
hit for nine points in the first
game, but was blanked in thiosecond.
Sophomore Mary Branstrom.
the Spartans’ 6-7 center, failed to play up to his practice
performances In the Seattle series, although he picked off nine
resounds In Saturday’s game.
However, he has potential and
Is only a sophomore. He should
improve as the season moves
along.
McPherson couldn’t find too
much explanation for the difference in scores over the weekend.
He said that the Spartans were
following their patterns better
a
Friday night, and that they hit a
better percentage of their shots.

conduct several coaching clinics
there, He will return in February
track clinic in Berkto attend
eley and resume his coaching
duties.
C n

ight

HOUSE OF PIZZ
SAVIOLIS 1.10
SPAGHETTI .65
CY. 7-111011
105 Alowelies Aso.
Pizza To Take Out

FOR CHRISTMAS!
WASHWE WOOL SHIRTS

only 10.95
complete selection in other wools
Solid Colors
Plaids
Plain Collars
Italian Collars
10.95- 11.95

WALTER FOSTER
ART BOOKS
$1.00
. Poruads in Oils
Oil Painting

water Color Pointing
Perspective
.

Drawing

moier’s for men

How To Draw with Pastels
linoleum Block Printing

121 South Fourth Street
. CV. 2-4500

San Jose Paint
WALLPAPER COMPANY
lorw tour> NIGHTS)
11 2 S. 2nd St

71111IMUF

Next to Jimmies Barber Shop

-11111112111111i

OPEN THURS. NIGHT

CY 2-1447

the Album you’ve waited a lifotiime for.

MILANOV
,BJOERLING
WARREN
BARBIERI
CHRISTOFF

Cope & McPhetres

’.Garage mem for college ho’
1141f -halts heat. 406 S. 11th St.
In.
for Item Kitchen privileges. Everything furnished. 665
S. 8th St.

PER LEA
Conducting the
Rome Opera House
Orchestra and Chorus

San Jose’s Only Complete Ski Shop
NOW WE HAVE . .

Ramat for girls, kitchen privileges. fraternity row, four vacan
cies. Phone CY2-378O.

.

The new safety bindings
and plastic bottoms
on all our rentals.

$25 month rooms for boys
Kibbe!) pret ilege, Linen 561 S
7th

Also.

.

a

complete
Line of
accessories

The Dutch Mill
Luncheonette

GREATEST OPERA CAST
EVER RECORDED! Complete on

with the

3 Long Play records.
(LM-6122) Only $11.98

Hear AIDA and these other magnificent operatic recordings iii
RCA Victor’s thrilling "New Orthophonio" High Fidelity sound .
Featuring .

kis by
light lynches and
Fountain Service
(4.en 6 Duyi, ci Week

Book 1),
Henke
Molitor
Strasser

Head
Northland
Kastle

clothing by
Slalom
White Stag

Rentals and Repcnts

66 W. San Antonio

Manon Lescaut
!.M.8116 $11.98

IM -8021

II Troratore
1,m-n0418 $7.98

A Masked Ball
Highlights
LM -1911 $3.98

Highlights from
Samson and Delilah
1.M-1848 $3.98

$7.98

Don Carlo
LM -6124 $11 98
Caralleria Rusticana
ragllacei
1M-6108 911.98
Netiewatte Adrutimat Priem,

hear them NOW . . at

Corting

133 E. SAN FERNANDO
sues, Oho shoot from
the Student Union

Riinletto

Modam Butterfly
1.$1.6121 $11.98

CYpress 5-2939

COAST RADIO
266 S. 1st

Ph. CV 5-5141

